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Functional Discovery via a Compendium
of Expression Profiles
Means have been devised to survey gene functions en
masse either computationally (Marcotte et al., 1999) or
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throughput screens of chemical libraries require simpleDaniel Gachotte,² Kalpana Chakraburtty,³
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cellular needs, most expression profiling studies to date
have focused on the genes that respond to conditions
or treatments of interest. For example, Chu et al. (1998)Summary
showed that several previously uncharacterized genes
induced upon yeast sporulation are required for comple-Ascertaining the impact of uncharacterized perturba-
tion of the sporulation program. By the same token, thetions on the cell is a fundamental problem in biology.
cellular state can be inferred from the expression profile,Here, we describe how a single assay can be used to
and the idea that the global transcriptional responsemonitor hundreds of different cellular functions simul-
itself constitutes a detailed molecular phenotype has
taneously. We constructed a reference database or
recently begun to receive attention (DeRisi et al., 1997;
ªcompendiumº of expression profiles corresponding Eisen et al., 1998; Gray et al., 1998; Holstege et al., 1998;
to 300 diverse mutations and chemical treatments in Marton et al., 1998; Roberts et al., 2000). For example,
S. cerevisiae, and we show that the cellular pathways tumors can be classified by expression profile (Perou
affected can be determined by pattern matching, even et al., 1999; Golub et al., 1999; Alizadeh et al., 2000).
among very subtle profiles. The utility of this approach Expression profiling thus holds great promise for rapid
is validated by examining profiles caused by deletions genome functional analysis. It is plausible that the ex-
of uncharacterized genes: we identify and experimen- pression profile could serve as a universal phenotype:
tally confirm that eight uncharacterized open reading provided that the cellular transcriptional response to
frames encode proteins required for sterol metabo- disruption of different steps in the same pathway is
lism, cell wall function, mitochondrial respiration, or similar, and that there are sufficiently unique transcrip-
protein synthesis. We also show that the compendium tional responses to the perturbation of most cellular
can be used to characterize pharmacological pertur- pathways, systematic characterization of novel mutants
bations by identifying a novel target of the commonly could be carried out with a single genome-wide expres-
used drug dyclonine. sion measurement. Using a comprehensive database
of reference profiles, the pathway(s) perturbed by an
Introduction uncharacterized mutation would be ascertained by sim-
ply asking which expression patterns in the database
Systematic approaches for identifying the biological its profile most strongly resembles, in a manner analo-
functions of novel genes are needed to ensure rapid gous to fingerprinting. An appealing aspect of this ap-
progress from genome sequence to directed experi- proach is that it should be equally effective at determin-
mentation and applications. A similar need exists for ing the consequences of pharmaceutical treatments and
methods to characterize biologically active compounds. disease states. A sufficiently large and diverse set of
profiles obtained from different mutants, treatments,
and conditions would also result in a relatively compre-k To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: sfriend@
hensive identification of coregulated transcript groups,rii.com).
# These authors contributed equally to this work. allowing additional hypotheses to be drawn regarding
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Figure 1. Full-Genome Expression Profiles from Mutations in Over 4% of All Yeast Genes
(A) Distribution of mutants profiled among 15 major classes in the Munich Information Center for Protein Sequence (MIPS) database (http://www.
mips.biochem.mpg.de/proj/yeast/catalogues/funcat/index.html) (Mewes et al., 1997). Parentheses indicate the number of mutants profiled in
each MIPS class; pie chart reflects total number of genes in each class. Many genes are represented in multiple classes.
(B) Two-dimensional agglomerative hierarchical clustering of 127 experiments and 568 genes, selected to include only experiments with 2 or
more genes up- or downregulated greater than 3-fold, and significant at P # 0.01; and only genes that are up- or downregulated at greater
than 3-fold, and at P # 0.01, in 2 or more experiments. PAU, PAU gene family; S/C, stress and carbohydrate metabolism; AA, amino acid
biosynthesis; PKC, responsive to protein kinase C. See Supplemental Data for a version with all gene and experiment names.
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Table 1. Number and Proportion of Significant Changes in the Transcription Profile of Different Classes of Experiments
Error Model Accounting for Error Model Accounting for
Measurement Error Only Gene-Specific Fluctuations
# Experiments $1 Gene with $5 Genes $20 Genes $100 Genes $5 Genes $20 Genes $100 Genes
(percentage) $2-Fold Induction (P # 0.01) (P # 0.01) (P # 0.01) (P # 0.01) (P # 0.01) (P # 0.01)
300 compendium experiments 288 (96%) 219 (73%) 170 (57%) 94 (31%) 172 (57%) 122 (41%) 60 (20%)
198 barcoded deletion mutants 189 (95%) 136 (69%) 100 (51%) 51 (26%) 97 (49%) 68 (34%) 28 (14%)
Growth , 90% WT (50 mutants) 50 (100%) 50 (100%) 45 (90%) 32 (64%) 45 (90%) 35 (70%) 22 (44%)
Growth 90±95% WT (26 mutants) 26 (100%) 24 (92%) 20 (77%) 6 (23%) 17 (65%) 11 (42%) 2 (8%)
Growth . 95% WT (122 mutants) 113 (93%) 62 (51%) 35 (29%) 13 (11%) 35 (29%) 22 (18%) 4 (3%)
Named (72) 69 (96%) 48 (67%) 29 (40%) 12 (17%) 31 (43%) 20 (28%) 4 (6%)
Unnamed (50) 44 (88%) 14 (28%) 6 (12%) 1 (2%) 4 (8%) 2 (4%) 0 (0%)
63 control experiments 55 (87%) 11 (17%) 2 (3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
A quantitative parallel growth assay was used to determine the relative growth rates among 198 of the deletion mutants carrying molecular
barcodes (Experimental Procedures) (Shoemaker et al., 1996). A list of the 198 barcoded strains and their relative growth rates is found in
the Supplemental Data. ªUnnamedº genes are those that are uncharacterized and are thus designated only by an ORF systematic name (e.g.,
YER019w). Error models are described in detail in the Supplemental Data.
the functions of genes based on the regulatory charac- mutant or compound-treated culture were compared to
that of a wild-type or mock-treated culture (see Experi-teristics of their own transcripts (Eisen et al., 1998).
To demonstrate the utility of a database of reference mental Procedures and Supplemental Data, below, for
details). Two hundred seventy-six deletion mutants, 11expression profiles as a comprehensive tool for functional
classification and discovery, we created a reference data- tetracycline-regulatable alleles of essential genes (Gari
et al., 1997), and 13 well-characterized compounds werebase or ªcompendiumº of three hundred full-genome ex-
pression profiles in S. cerevisiae corresponding to muta- profiled. One hundred fifty-one of the mutants were pro-
filed in duplicate (i.e., regrown from frozen stocks andtions in both characterized genes and uncharacterized
open reading frames (ORFs), as well as treatments with completely reanalyzed) to establish the reproducibility
of profiles (see Supplemental Data). Deletion mutantscompounds with known molecular targets. All experi-
ments were conducted under a single growth condition, were selected such that a variety of functional classifica-
tions were represented (Figure 1A). Sixty-nine of the 276allowing direct comparison of all genes over all profiles.
As expected, the large, internally consistent expression deletions were of uncharacterized open reading frames
(ORFs) (Figure 1A). To allow direct comparison of thedata set enabled the identification of many coregulated
sets of genes, allowing dissection of transcriptional re- behavior of all genes in response to all mutations and
treatments, experiments were performed under a singlesponses and isolation of candidate genes for many cel-
lular processes. Moreover, we show that in the context condition: cells were grown at 308C in liquid synthetic
complete (SC) medium plus 2% glucose to mid-logof a compendium of reference profiles, the expression
profile displayed by a mutant serves as a molecular phase, with the final optical densities of the experimental
and control cultures closely matched (see Experimentalphenotype that predicts phenotypes in conventional
assays, as demonstrated by a series of experimentally Procedures). Because any one growth condition is un-
likely to elicit a phenotype from every mutant, one possi-verified examples in which we use mutant profile similar-
ities to assign uncharacterized ORFs to cellular path- ble outcome of this approach was that many mutants
would not display transcriptional alterations. In actuality,ways. Gene functions inferred by profile comparisons
can be derived from very subtle transcriptional re- nearly all of the experiments resulted in a 2-fold or
greater alteration in the abundance of at least one tran-sponses, and there is no requirement for prior knowl-
edge about the functions of the responsive transcripts. script, not including the deleted gene (Table 1, first
column).We also provide an example in which the compendium
is used to identify an unknown target of a commonly A Gene-Specific Error Model Compensates
for Differences in Variation of Transcriptused drug.
Abundance among Different Yeast Genes
To ensure that observed transcriptional alterations wereResults
caused by the mutations or treatments, and not by ran-
dom fluctuations or systematic biases, we investigatedExpression Profiles from Hundreds of Yeast
Deletion Mutants whether the abundance of some transcripts might inher-
ently fluctuate more than others under our culture condi-Using a two-color cDNA microarray hybridization assay
(Schena et al., 1995), 300 expression profiles were gen- tions (Wittes and Friedman, 1999). In parallel with the
300 experiment data set, a series of 63 negative controlerated in S. cerevisiae in which transcript levels of a
(C) Comparison of the transcript profile of a homozygous cup5 disruption strain to that of a homozygous vma8 disruption strain. Log10 of the
expression ratio is plotted for each gene. Genes that changed significantly from wild-type at P # 0.01 in both experiments are indicated in
red; genes changing significantly from wild-type at P # 0.01 in only cup5D or vma8D are indicated in blue or green, respectively; brown,
anticorrelated genes at P # 0.01 in both experiments; gray, genes at P . 0.01 in both experiments.
(D) Comparison of the transcript profile of the homozygous cup5 disruption strain to that of a homozygous mrt4 disruption strain.
(E) Comparison of the transcript profile of lovastatin treatment to reduction in HMG2 transcript.
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Figure 2. Commonly Occurring Transcriptional Fluctuations Unrelated to Intended Perturbation
(A) Two-dimensional hierarchical clustering of 59 control experiments and 278 genes, selected to include only experiments with two or more
genes up- or downregulated at a significance of P # 0.15; and only genes that are significant at P # 0.15 in two or more experiments, using
a significance model which accounts for measurement error. Because the polarity of transcriptional responses is arbitrary in these experiments,
the absolute value of the correlation was used in the dissimilarity measure. The color scale has been adjusted to allow visualization of low-
amplitude patterns. Selected gene response clusters are labeled based on the functions of the genes whose transcripts predominate the
clusters. Ty, retrotransposons; P, phosphate metabolism; AA, amino acid biosynthesis; S/C, stress and carbohydrate metabolism; Ino, inositol
metabolism; Zn, zinc metabolism. See Supplemental Data for a version with all gene and experiment names.
(B) Scatter plot comparing the scale factor L derived from 63 control experiments versus L derived from 300 compendium experiments for
each of 5835 yeast genes. The scale factor for each gene is defined as the standard deviation of log10(ratio)/[error of log10(ratio)] over all
experiments (see ªError Modelº in Supplemental Data).
experiments were conducted in which simultaneously of profile significance as it is fulfilled by none of the 63
negative control experiments. Among the 29%, deletiongrown untreated isogenic wild-type cultures were com-
pared to each other. The vast majority of profiles from of a previously characterized (i.e., named) gene had a
much higher likelihood of resulting in such a significantthese negative control experiments also included at
least one gene with greater than 2-fold induction or profile (43%) than deletion of an uncharacterized ORF
(8%). This surprising difference was not accounted forrepression (Table 1, first column). Two-dimensional (2-D)
clustering analysis (Hartigan, 1975; Eisen et al., 1998) of by biases in ORF length, basal transcription, growth rate,
or sequence redundancy (data not shown); remainingthe control experiments revealed several sets of genes,
many known to be regulated by nutrition or stress, that explanations include functional redundancy, or that
these uncharacterized ORFs are required only for verydisplayed small-magnitude but coordinate differences
in transcript abundance between two seemingly identi- specific processes or to survive particular conditions.
90% of deletion mutants with a growth rate less thancal cultures (Figure 2A; note that the color scale is differ-
ent from other figures). 90% that of wild-type displayed profiles with more than
five genes significant at P # 0.01, using the gene-spe-We reasoned that these fluctuations represent a form
of biological noise. Indeed, the genes with highest vari- cific error model (Table 1, fifth column). Overall, more
than half (172/300) of the experiments resulted in a pro-ance in the 63 control experiments are among those
that fluctuate most in the 300 compendium experiments file with more than five genes significant at P # 0.01
(Table 1, fifth column), and z3/4 of all transcripts (4553)(Figure 2B), suggesting that the same fluctuations are
present in all the experiments. Application of an error were significantly up- or downregulated at P # 0.01 in
at least one profile (Supplemental Data). Thus, a singlemodel that reduces the significance of the transcrip-
tional regulations of genes in proportion not only to the growth protocol was sufficient to generate functional
data for roughly half of the mutants, and to evoke re-accuracy to which the measurement was made, but also
to their fluctuation in the negative control experiments sponses from a large majority of genes.
Transcriptional Landmarks: Profiles from(see ªError Modelº in Supplemental Data) demonstrates
that, in most of the mutants with no growth defect, such Characterized Mutants Induce Expected
Sets of Genes and Form Clustersfluctuations account for virtually all of the transcriptional
changes (Table 1, fifth column). Only 29% of deletion Corresponding to Phenotypes
We initiated analysis of the biology of the 300-experi-mutants with growth .95% that of wild-type displayed
profiles with more than five genes significant at P # 0.01 ment compendium data set by asking whether groups
of known or expected coregulated genes were easilyin the gene-specific error model, a stringent definition
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detectable, and whether mutations or treatments known script profile that correlates highly with the profile pro-
duced by reducing expression of HMG2 (Figure 1E).to impact similar cellular processes displayed similar
Additional examples in which profiles caused by inhibi-expression profiles. Two-dimensional hierarchical clus-
tory compounds resemble those of mutants in the af-tering of the most prominent gene behaviors among the
fected pathway include itraconazole/erg11 (Daum etexperiments with the largest profiles illustrates the gross
al., 1998), cycloheximide/yef3, HU/rnr1, tunicamycin/transcriptional features of the 300 expression profiles
glucosamine/2-deoxy-D-glucose/gas1, and FR901,228/(Figure 1B), identifying groups of coregulated transcripts
rpd3 (Nakajima et al., 1998) (Figure 1B).(horizontal axis) as well as groups of experiments with
To ask whether the experiment clusters describedsimilar profiles (vertical axis). Several large classes of
above (which were identified by the fact that they arecoregulated genes are apparent. Prominent groups
composed of mutants in functionally related genes) cor-whose activation or repression is restricted to specific
respond to those with highest statistical significance,classes of mutants correspond to proteins involved in
we used a bootstrap method to obtain P values for eachmating (Roberts et al., 2000), ergosterol biosynthesis,
of the branch points in the experiment cluster tree shownand mitochondrial respiration (discussed below); others,
in Figure 1B (see ªClustering and Correlationsº in Sup-such as the PKC/calcineurin activated gene cluster
plemental Data). The significance assigned to a branch(Marton et al., 1998; Roberts et al., 2000), are induced
point is dependent on the number of elements in thein several types of experiments. The known DNA dam-
branches; thus, the P values of large clusters tend toage/S phase arrest inducible RNR2, RNR3, and RNR4
be more significant than those of smaller clusters, and Ptranscripts are closely coregulated, and are induced al-
values of branches of different sizes may not be directlymost exclusively by HU, MMS, rnr1D, tup1D, and ssn6D,
comparable. Nonetheless, among the fifteen clusters ofas expected from previous studies (Zhou and Elledge,
greater than four experiments and P # 0.01, 11 of 151992). A large group of transcripts including HIS5, ARG4,
correspond to the groups of mutants discussed aboveLEU4, and many others associated with amino acid bio-
(see Supplemental Data and Discussion). The remainingsynthesis appear in the largest number of profiles, but
four clusters are composed largely of profiles from func-because these transcripts also tend to fluctuate in nega-
tionally unrelated mutants in which the predominanttive control experiments, the error model reduces their
transcriptional changes are the same as those that drive
significance relative to other genes.
clustering in the control experiments (labeled ªAAº and
In general, different mutants that affect the same cel-
ªS/Cº in Figure 1B and Figure 2A, for ªAmino Acid bio-
lular process display related transcript profiles, whether
synthesisº and ªStress/Carbohydrate metabolism,º re-
the mutation affects a protein involved directly in tran- spectively). The presence of these four clusters is con-
scription or some other cellular process. In most cases, sistent with the fact that the gene-specific error model
the global profile similarity is sufficient to cause associa- does not eliminate these frequently occurring biases,
tion in the clustering analysis, allowing manual identifi- but rather only reduces their statistical significance.
cation of profile clusters that correspond to mutants Such potentially misleading experiment clusters can be
known to share other phenotypes. For example, as ex- identified by the groups of genes induced or repressed,
pected, deletion of either component of the Tup1-Ssn6 or by the fact that their composition makes little biologi-
corepressor (Williams et al., 1991; Keleher et al., 1992; cal sense.
DeRisi et al., 1997) results in a very large and very similar
profile (the horizontal red stripe denoted tup1, ssn6 in
Figure 1B). Deletion mutants in CUP5 or VMA8, both of Functional Genomics via a Compendium of Expression
which encode components of the vacuolar H1-ATPase Profiles: Identification of the Cellular Functions
complex (Eide et al., 1993; Nelson et al., 1995), also of Uncharacterized ORFs
share a virtually identical transcript profile (Figures 1B The juxtaposition of functionally related mutants on the
and 1C; for comparison, an example of uncorrelated profile index of the clustering analysis in Figure 1B sup-
responses is shown in Figure 1D). Other clusters of pro- ports the idea that a compendium of profiles could serve
files that are dominated by deletion mutants known to as a systematic tool for identification of gene func-
have similar functional consequences include the tions, because mutants that display similar expression
groups of mitochondrial respiration-, mating-, and sterol profiles are likely to share cellular functions. The fact
pathway-related experiments, which are easily visual- that treatment with pharmacological compounds elicits
ized in Figure 1B because they induce large-magnitude a response mimicking that of mutation of the target
changes in specific groups of transcripts. A number of indicates that pathways affected by uncharacterized com-
less-visible groups of lower-magnitude profiles likewise pounds could be determined as well. We next asked
correspond to established functional classes: discrete whether the cellular functions of uncharacterized S. cer-
clusters are formed by mutations in genes encoding evisiae ORFs could be predicted by comparing the ex-
silencing factors Sir2p and Sir3p, chromatin-remodeling pression profile of the corresponding deletion mutant
proteins Isw1p and Isw2p (Tsukiyama et al., 1999), his- to profiles of known mutants in the compendium, and
tone deacetylase components, ribosomal proteins, and whether an unknown drug target could be identified in
proteins involved in cell wall function (Figure 1B). Simi- the same way. We focused on ergosterol biosynthesis,
larly, treatment of cells with an inhibitory compound cell wall maintenance, mitochondrial respiration, and
mimics loss of function of its target in many cases. For protein synthesis, all of which are well-defined pathways
example, treatment with lovastatin, which inhibits HMG- and established targets of antifungal and/or antimicro-
bial compounds.CoA reductase (Alberts et al., 1980), results in a tran-
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Figure 3. Profile Similarity Identifies Sterol-Pathway Disturbance Resulting from Deletion of Uncharacterized ORF YER044c (ERG28) and from
Dyclonine Treatment
(A) Prominent gene clusters responding to interference with ergosterol biosynthesis, assembled from Figure 1B. Color scale is identical to
Figure 1B. See Supplemental Data for a version with all gene and experiment names.
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YER044c (ERG28) Encodes a Protein Involved protein involved in sterol biosynthesis that could not
have been identified by the typical primary screen forin Ergosterol Biosynthesis
ergosterol-related mutants.The yeast ergosterol biosynthesis pathway is of particu-
hERG28: A Human Gene that Complements the Yeastlar interest as it is the target of numerous antifungal
erg28D Mutationcompounds, and shares many features with human cho-
During the course of these experiments, a human homo-lesterol biosynthesis (Daum et al., 1998). Because inhibi-
log of ERG28 (here designated hERG28) was identifiedtion of the pathway results in transcriptional induction
(Veitia et al., 1999) but the function of the gene wasof many of the genes encoding pathway enzymes (Daum
not determined. We tested the hypothesis that hERG28et al., 1998), study of sterol biosynthesis in yeast should
functions in sterol biosynthesis by asking whetherrepresent an ideal opportunity to identify novel factors
hERG28 could complement the yeast erg28D deletionby expression profiling. Indeed, mutants and treatments
mutant. The hERG28 open reading frame was PCR am-affecting sterol biosynthesis display a characteristic
plified and cloned in front of the strong yeast HOR7transcript profile, causing these profiles to cluster to-
promoter on a 2m plasmid (see Experimental Proce-gether. This profile includes several hundred expression
dures). hERG28 restored wild-type growth to an erg28Dchanges that can be dissected into at least five major
mutant (Figure 3D), showing that the gene is functionallytranscript clusters (Figure 3A) and appears to reflect the
conserved, and therefore is potentially a novel compo-fact that disrupting sterol homeostasis compromises
nent of the human cholesterol biosynthetic pathway.membrane function, resulting in impaired tryptophan
Drug Target Identification: Dyclonine Inhibits Erg2p,uptake, sensitivity to cations, and decreased mating
the Yeast Homolog of the Sigma Receptorfrequency (Parks et al., 1995). Only one of these tran-
In an effort to identify unknown drug targets using thescript clusters (the group of transcripts labeled ªergos-
compendium, a number of expression profiles were gen-terolº in Figure 3A) is induced specifically by ergosterol-
erated by treating yeast with drugs without known tar-related experiments, and corresponds primarily to the
gets (data not shown). Among these, treatment with theergosterol biosynthetic genes: 7 of 19 encode known
commonly used topical anesthetic dyclonine resultedcomponents of the ergosterol biosynthetic pathway (see
in an expression profile that most closely resembled
Figure 3A in Supplemental Data).
profiles resulting from perturbation of the ergosterol
Clustered among the profiles from sterol pathway mu-
pathway (correlation with the erg2D profile is shown in
tants erg2D, erg3D, and tet-ERG11 is the profile caused Figure 3E; the dose of dyclonine used is lower than the
by deletion of the uncharacterized ORF YER044c (Figure IC50 and therefore the transcriptional response is lower3A; Figure 3B shows an example profile similarity; based magnitude than the ERG pathway deletion mutants). GC
on results described below, YER044c is hereafter re- analysis confirmed that the sterol content of dyclonine-
ferred to as ERG28). Consistent with the hypothesis that treated cells was abnormal (Figure 3F, center), and fea-
ERG28 is involved in sterol biosynthesis, the ERG28 tured a buildup of fecosterol, indicating inhibition of
transcript is itself a member of the ergosterol-specific Erg2p, the sterol C-8 isomerase (Figure 3F, right; the
transcript cluster (Figure 3A). To assess the biological differences between erg2D and dyclonine treatment are
significance of these observations, an erg28D strain was due to the fact that the erg2D mutant has accumulated
analyzed in detail. Although ERG28 is not essential, aberrant products of fecosterol). Consistent with Erg2p
erg28D cells grew slowly (z70% of the wild-type rate) being the target of dyclonine, an erg2D/ERG2 strain is
(Smith et al., 1996; Winzeler et al., 1999; Figure 3D). hypersensitive to dyclonine, whereas heterozygous mu-
Gas chromatography (GC) analysis revealed that erg28D tants in other steps of the sterol biosynthetic pathway
cells have an unusual sterol content in that additional are not (data not shown). Furthermore, ERG2 overex-
sterols accumulate that are not seen in the wild-type pression confers increased resistance to dyclonine (data
strain, implicating the involvement of Erg28p in ergos- not shown).
terol biosynthesis (Figure 3C and M. B., unpublished The human gene with the greatest sequence similarity
data). The erg28D cells accumulate significantly less to the yeast Erg2 protein is not the human sterol iso-
ergosterol (z50%) than wild-type cells, but still in suffi- merase, but rather the sigma receptor (Hanner et al.,
cient quantity to support growth (Figure 3C); this ex- 1996; Kekuda et al., 1996). The sigma receptor is a neu-
plains why erg28D cells are not resistant to nystatin rosteroid-interacting protein that positively regulates
(data not shown), a compound that binds ergosterol and potassium conductance (Nguyen et al., 1998; Wilke et
has been used extensively to screen for mutants in the al., 1999) and binds a number of neuroactive drugs,
ergosterol biosynthesis pathway (Bard, 1972; Molzahn including haloperidol. Several inhibitory compounds tar-
get both the yeast Erg2 protein and the mammalianand Woods, 1972). Therefore, ERG28 encodes a novel
(B) Comparison of the transcript profile of an erg28D strain to that of an erg3D strain.
(C) Sterol content of wild-type (left) and erg28D (right) strains.
(D) Complementation of the erg28D growth defect by plasmids expressing hERG28, the human homolog of ERG28 (see Experimental Procedures
for plasmid details). Cultures of log-phase haploid strains, carrying the erg28D deletion and hERG28 plasmids as indicated, were equalized
for cell density, serially diluted by a factor of six, spotted onto plates containing yeast extract, peptone, and dextrose (YPD), and incubated
2 days at 308C.
(E) Comparison of the transcript profile resulting from a 6 hr treatment with 0.063 % dyclonine to that of an erg2D deletion strain.
(F) Sterol content of wild-type (left), dyclonine-treated (middle), and erg2D (right) strains. Dyclonine treatment was 16 hr.
A, zymosterol; B, ergosterol; C, fecosterol; D, episterol; E, lanosterol; F, 4,4-dimethylzymosterol; G, ergosta-5,8,22-trien-3b-ol; H, ergosta-
8,22-trien-3b-ol; I, ergosta-8-en-3b-ol. See Strain Table in Supplemental Data for strain details.
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Figure 4. Association of yer083cD with Phe-
notypes Indicating Cell Wall Defects
(A) Hypersensitivity of yer083cD to calcofluor
white. Cultures of log-phase wild-type or
independently generated haploid deletion
strains were equalized for cell density, serially
diluted by a factor of four, and spotted onto
YPD plates with or without 0.8% calcofluor
white (Sigma, Fluorescent Brightener 28), and
incubated 2.5 days at 308C. Most of the cal-
cofluor precipitates when plates are poured,
leaving a much lower concentration at the
surface of the plate. gas1D is only slightly
sensitive at this concentration. Higher con-
centrations of calcofluor white inhibited
growth of many of the control mutants not
related to cell wall function.
(B) Rate Index of spheroplast lysis assays
conducted in parallel (see Experimental Pro-
cedures). YER083c, which encodes a 307 amino acid polypeptide, partially overlaps YER084w, a 128 amino acid uncharacterized ORF.
However, YER084w does not appear to be expressed (Velculescu et al., 1997).
See Strain Table in Supplemental Data for strain details.
sigma receptor: for example, the known Erg2 inhibitor regulation of the YER083c transcript itself does not sug-
gest involvement in cell wall function (Supplementalfenpropimorph binds the sigma receptor (Moebius et
al., 1997), and haloperidol binds and inhibits the yeast Data), this example shows that identifying a gene's func-
tion using the compendium does not require any infor-Erg2 enzyme (Moebius et al., 1996). Thus, a potential
mechanism for the anesthetic property of dyclonine is mation on the transcriptional regulation of the gene in
question.that it binds the sigma receptor and inhibits nerve con-
ductance by reducing potassium current.
Identification of Novel Proteins Required for
Mitochondrial Respiration: SubclassificationFunctional Discovery without Pathway-Specific
Reporters: Involvement of the YER083c Gene of Gross Phenotypes and Coregulation
of the Mitochondrial RibosomeProduct in Yeast Cell Wall Function
Unlike the expression profiles resulting from perturba- We next asked whether the transcript profile could yield
more specific information regarding the molecular con-tion of ergosterol biosynthesis, which feature a group of
ergosterol-specific transcript inductions, no transcripts sequences of a perturbation. Defects in mitochondrial
respiration are known to be associated with at least twocould be identified that were induced only by mutants
involved in cell wall function (Figures 1B, 3A, and data types of nuclear mutations in yeast: those that directly
compromise mitochondrial function, and those that arenot shown). Nonetheless, the pattern of combined in-
ductions and repressions was sufficiently unique to primarily involved in iron regulation, which is in turn
required for mitochondrial function (Raguzzi et al., 1988;cause profiles from cell wall±related mutants gas1D,
spf1D, and anp1D to form a discrete cluster together Eide et al., 1993). We found that the established physio-
logical difference between these two classes of respira-with tunicamycin, glucosamine, and 2-deoxy-D-glucose
treatments, all of which impact cell wall function (this tory mutations is mirrored by the expression profile. Two
distinct clusters arise from the profiles of respiratory-profile cluster is labeled ªcell wallº in Figure 3A).
Grouped together with these cell wall±related profiles deficient mutants: a larger group corresponding to mu-
tations in mitochondrial components, and a smalleris that of yer083cD, suggesting that YER083c is required
for normal cell wall function. Indeed, yer083cD has addi- group composed of deletions mutants in MAC1, VMA8
and CUP5, all required for iron regulation (Figures 1Btional properties characteristic of cell wall mutants:
yer083cD mutants grow slowly (z80% of wild-type and 5A) (Raguzzi et al., 1988; Eide et al., 1993; Jungmann
et al., 1993; Szczypka et al., 1997). The two branchesgrowth rate) (Smith et al., 1996; Winzeler et al., 1999),
and are hypersensitive to calcofluor white (Figure 4A), are distinct at P # 0.001 (Supplemental Data). The major
difference between the two groups of profiles is thata compound frequently used to identify cell wall±related
mutants because it binds chitin and interferes with cell while all respiratory mutants specifically induce a cate-
gory of transcripts including iron-homeostatic regula-wall function (Roncero et al., 1988; Ram et al., 1994;
Lussier et al., 1997). Furthermore, yer083cD cells suffer tors and a set of major facilitator superfamily genes,
only the larger cluster of profiles (corresponding to mu-an increased spheroplast lysis rate (Figure 4B), also indi-
cating alterations in the cell wall (Lipke et al., 1976; tations in mitochondrial components) features upregula-
tion of a set of transcripts that includes several genesOvalle et al., 1998). Thus, YER083c is required for proper
cell wall function. The fact that the function of this gene encoding citric acid cycle enzymes (Figure 5A). This
shows that gross phenotypes can be subclassified bywas identified based solely on the composite expression
pattern of many genes shows that discovery of novel the expression profile into groups that reflect the source
of the defect.gene functions via the compendium is independent of
pathway-specific reporters. In addition, because the To further confirm this subclassification capability, we
Discovery via a Compendium of Expression Profiles
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the profile clustering tree. Further consistent with a role
in mitochondrial function, these genes all have close
homologs in bacteria: Yer050cp is similar to bacterial
ribosomal subunit S18, Yhr011wp is similar to bacterial
seryl-tRNA synthases, and Ymr293cp is similar to bacte-
rial glutamyl-tRNA amidotransferases.
Subtle Coordinate Regulation of Mitochondrial
Ribosome Subunits: Functional Discovery
by Transcript Coregulations
Although none of the transcripts of these three new res-
piratory-related genes (YHR011w, YER050c, YMR293c) is
strongly regulated in our data set (none of them is up-
or downregulated more than 2-fold in any of the 300
experiments), a search for transcripts most closely regu-
lated with each of them revealed that they are all coregu-
lated with numerous components of the mitochondrial
ribosome (data not shown). In fact, at least 37 compo-
nents of the mitochondrial ribosome are members of a
group of at least 114 genes that are coregulated over all
300 experiments (see Figure S1 in Supplemental Data).
Because the overwhelming majority of these regulations
are less than 2-fold, this coregulated group of genes
would have been difficult or impossible to detect without
the benefit of a substantial collection of profiles.
Nearly two-thirds of the genes in this group (67/114)
have known mitochondrial functions. The majority of the
others (41/47) are uncharacterized ORFs. We reasoned
that these might also be required for mitochondrial func-
tion, and that this would provide an opportunity to test
the efficacy of determining gene functions by transcript
coregulations alone. Deletion mutants in eight of the
mitochondrial ribosome components in this gene cluster
Figure 5. Subclassification of Mitochondrial Dysfunction Mutants all resulted in respiratory deficiency, based on their in-
by Expression Profile ability to grow on glycerol (Table 2). Among the unchar-
(A) Two gene/experiment clusters enlarged from Figure 1B. The acterized ORFs were five genes with similarity to pro-
color scale is identical to that in Figure 1B. karyotic and/or chloroplast ribosomal proteins; deletion
(B) Cultures of log-phase strains were equalized for cell density, mutants in four of these ORFs were tested and were
serially diluted by a factor of ten, and spotted onto plates containing
likewise respiratory deficient, suggesting that they areyeast extract, peptone, and either dextrose (YPD), glycerol (YPG),
previously unidentified components of the mitochon-dextrose plus 50 mM CaCl2 (YPD 1 50 mM CaCl2), or dextrose plus
drial ribosome (Table 2). Among five randomly selected10 mM FeSO4 (YPD 1 10 mM FeSO4). The YPD and YPD 1 50 mM
CaCl2 plates were incubated for 2 days at 308C; the YPD 1 10 mM uncharacterized ORFs in this group, however, deletion
FeSO4 plate was incubated for 3 days at 308C; and the YPG plate mutants in only three were respiratory deficient (Table
was incubated for 3.5 days at 308C. 2). Thus, coordinated transcriptional regulations can be
Different colors of mutant names are used for convenience of locat-
used to enrich for novel genes with a given phenotype,ing different mutants in (A) and (B). See Strain Table in Supplemental
but there is potential for false positives.Data for strain details.
Low-Magnitude Profiles Identify Novel Proteins
Involved in Protein Synthesisasked whether other laboratory phenotypes of novel
mutants followed classifications assigned by the profile The unexpected identification of very low-magnitude
transcriptional regulation of the mitochondrial ribosomeclustering tree. Expression profiles displayed by unchar-
acterized ORF deletions yhr011wD, yer050cD, and suggests that such low-amplitude but meaningful regu-
latory patterns might be common, and that they mightymr293cD are interleaved in the profile cluster tree with
those of deletions of mitochondrial components (Fig- be sufficient to cause correlations among related experi-
ments. We next asked whether similarity between exper-ures 1B and 5A), suggesting that these mutants should
be unable to grow on glycerol, a nonfermentable carbon iments driven by such low-magnitude changes can be
shown to be biologically significant. Mutations in genessource. The specific pattern of transcript inductions,
including the set encompassing citric acid±cycle genes, involved in protein synthesis provide a test case: al-
though profiles from a number of them form a discretefurthermore leads to the prediction that they are not
primarily involved in iron regulation and thus will not cluster, only a handful of genes (,10) are significantly
up- or downregulated more than 3-fold in any of thesedisplay the calcium- (Ohya et al., 1991) or iron-sensitivity
phenotypes exhibited by the vma8D and cup5D mutants. profiles (Figure 1B and Supplemental Data). Indeed, the
profile associations do not rely on these outliers, be-Both of these predictions were confirmed (Figure 5B),
verifying the predictive ability of subclassifications on cause the association of all these experiments in the
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and YHR034c could conceivably encode previously un-Table 2. Deletion Phenotypes of Genes Transcriptionally
Coregulated with Components of the Mitochondrial identified ribosome assembly or stability factors, trans-
Ribosome lational regulatory factors, or nucleolar proteins. This
example shows that low-magnitude expression patternsGrowth
can be used to discover the cellular functions of novelDeleted Gene on Glycerol Sequence Homologs
genes.MRPS5 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein S5
MRPL6 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L6
MRPL13 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L13 Discussion
MRPL16 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L16
MRPL24 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L24 The Compendium Approach: A New Method
MRPL31 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L31 for Functional DiscoveryMRPL37 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L37
We present a conceptually simple and straightforwardMRPL38 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L38
method for determining the cellular pathway(s) affected
YDR115W 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein L34 by uncharacterized perturbations. In this method, which
YDR116C 1/2 (sick) prokaryotic ribosomal protein L1
we call the compendium approach, the expression pro-YMR188C 2 prokaryotic ribosomal protein S17
file caused by an uncharacterized perturbation is com-YNL177C 2 T. maritima ribosomal protein L22
pared to a large and diverse set of reference profiles,
YGR165W 2 2
and the pathway(s) perturbed is determined by matchingYHR116W 2 2
the profile caused by the uncharacterized perturbationYDR175C 2 2
to profiles that correspond to disturbance of a known
YML030W 1 2
cellular pathway. Success of the method depends onYMR157C 1 2
the existence of distinct expression profiles that identify
Deletions mutants were barcoded start-to-stop codon strains ob- different pathways. We show that many classes of mu-
tained from the Saccharomyces Genome Deletions Consortium tants display recognizable and distinct expression pro-
(Winzeler et al., 1999). Strains were inoculated from glycerol stocks
files (Figure 2, Table 3). Although we illustrate the basiconto YPD plates, then a dilution series was made and replicated to
principle of the method primarily using deletion mutants,both YPD and YPG plates. All strains grew on YPD; strains not
showing healthy colonies on YPG after four days were scored as we also show that a compendium can be effective in
unable to grow on glycerol. Two independently generated strains understanding the activities of pharmacological com-
were tested in each case. See Strain Table in Supplemental Data pounds.
for strain details. Importantly, we find that meaningful expression pat-
terns can involve groups of transcripts whose relative
abundance changes at levels considerably less than
2-fold. Clusters of profiles involving not only proteinprofile clustering tree is retained even when all regula-
tions greater than 1.5-fold are masked from the 300- synthesis but ergosterol biosynthesis, mitochondrial
respiration, mating, cell wall biosynthesis, histone de-experiment data structure (Table 3, column D). Further-
more, when such small regulations are used as the basis acetylation, the vacuolar H1-ATPase, and others are
all largely intact in clustering analyses even after allof clustering analysis, this profile cluster gains additional
translation-related experiments that are otherwise ex- regulations over 1.5-fold are masked in the data struc-
ture (Table 3, column D). This shows that there are layerscluded, such as tet-YEF3 and cycloheximide treatment
(which have the lowest magnitude profiles in this group, of regulation that are ignored when array data are inter-
preted outside the context of a compendium, becauseprobably due to the fact that they are acute treatments)
(Figure 6A). This verifies that low-magnitude expression ratio measurements less than 2-fold are often consid-
ered to be unreliable in an isolated microarray experi-changes can be used to group profiles from related
mutants. ment. It also underscores the importance of generating
high-quality internally consistent data, and the necessityLike the ergosterol, cell wall, and mitochondrial respi-
ration profile clusters, the translation-related cluster in- of developing means to compensate for noise or other
biases, if the compendium method is to be used mostcludes mutants with deletions in uncharacterized ORFs
(yor078wD, ymr269wD, yhr034cD) together with known effectively. Furthermore, it shows that the compendium
method is totally unlike the use of highly induced path-ribosome subunit deletions rps24aD, rpl27aD, rpl8aD,
and rpl12aD (in yeast, many ribosomal proteins are du- way-specific reporters to detect disturbance of particular
cellular processes, and relies instead on the compositeplicated; deletion of one copy generally results in slow
growth). This experiment profile cluster also includes a pattern of many transcriptional changes to ªfingerprintº
perturbation of different pathways.partial deletion of translation elongation factor 5A (en-
coded by YEL034w) produced by deletion of the overlap- On the whole, the specific clusters of mutant profiles
are resiliant to a variety of alterations in the clusteringping ORF YEL033w. Although the comprehensive bio-
chemical analyses to which ribosomes have been parameters (Table 3). However, no one specific set of
parameters is capable of correctly grouping all knownsubjected (Link et al., 1999) make it seem unlikely that
the products of these uncharacterized ORFs are ribo- functionally related mutants, suggesting that identifica-
tion of novel gene functions can be enhanced by exam-somal proteins, each of these new mutants has both a
reduced growth rate and a reduced protein synthesis ining multiple analyses. It is interesting that many biolog-
ically relevant profile associations in the clustering treerate, similar to ribosome subunit deletion strains; other
slow-growth mutants tested do not have reduced pro- are intact even when all transcripts encoding proteins
with known functions or close sequence homologs aretein synthesis rates (Figure 6B). YOR078w, YMR269w,
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Figure 6. Subtle Transcriptional Conse-
quences of Novel Mutations Affecting Protein
Synthesis
(A) Selected experiment cluster resulting from
relaxing clustering parameters to accept ex-
periments with 2 or more genes up- or down-
regulated by 2-fold or more and significant at
P # 0.01, and genes significant at P # 0.01
in 2 or more experiments. All characterized
mutants in this cluster are previously known
to impact ribosome function or translation,
with the exception of arg5,6. The significance
of the branch shown is P # 0.001; the signifi-
cance of the division of cycloheximide and
tet-YEF3 from the other mutants is also P #
0.001.
(B) Bar graph indicates the 35S-methionine in-
corporation rate relative to a wild-type strain
grown in parallel with the mutant; incorporation was normalized to cell OD to compensate for slow-growing mutants. Error bars represent
the standard error of the mean of at least five measurements made in duplicate. ard1D and pet117D mutants are included as negative controls.
See Strain Table in Supplemental Data for strain details.
masked in the analysis (Table 3, column G). This further other mutants. Based on the recurrence of known pat-
terns as a function of number of mutant profiles in ourillustrates that the compendium approach relies entirely
data set, a crude prediction can be made that 300±700on the patterns of the profiles, and not on any knowledge
different full-genome transcription patterns would beof the specific transcripts that compose the profiles. It
obtained from a full set of 5000 individual yeast deletionalso shows that a compendium need not be composed
mutants profiled under the single condition used in thisof full-genome profiles.
study (data not shown). Because the likelihood of de-
tecting recurring transcriptional patterns increases with
Discovery of Eight Gene Functions and a Previously the number of profiles, as does the ability to estimate
Unknown Drug Target the significance of any given measurement or cluster,
To verify that the compendium approach to functional it is possible that the cellular functions of many more
discovery works, we assign eight uncharacterized genes of the uncharacterized ORFs we profiled could be identi-
to four different cellular pathways and determine an fied using a larger set of reference profiles. An expansion
unknown target of a common drug. Among the eight of the current study thus holds considerable potential
new genes, only those involved in mitochondrial function for determining functions of many of the currently un-
have significant sequence features suggesting specific characterized yeast genes.
biochemical roles. The new genes we identify in sterol A major limiting requirement in the use of the expres-
biosynthesis and protein synthesis would have been sion profile as a completely universal functional assay
very difficult to discover by any conventional primary appears to be obtaining profiles from all of the mutants:
screening methods. Although discovery of the function under the single condition employed here, the transcript
of any new gene is significant, the ERG28 gene is of profiles of only about half of the mutants were signifi-
particular interest because its human homolog has a cantly changed from wild-type. However, significant
related or conserved cellular function, suggesting that transcriptional phenotypes were obtained from virtually
it is a novel factor in cholesterol biosynthesis. The every mutant affecting growth. This suggests that signif-
YHR034c gene product, involved in protein synthesis, icant profiles might be obtained from the remaining half
also has a sequence homolog in the human genome, of the mutants under conditions that impair growth of
suggesting that it too may be a functionally conserved the mutant in comparison to wild-type. In fact, we have
protein. The analysis and discoveries we present are by previously shown that mutants in the calcineurin signal-
no means comprehensive; only a handful of the unchar- ing pathway, which are hypersensitive to cations, dis-
acterized mutants were examined in detail, and analysis play characteristic transcriptional alterations from wild-
techniques other than gross profile comparison and 2-D type when both wild-type and mutant are grown in rich
clustering will probably be required to completely cir- medium containing calcium (Marton et al., 1998), al-
cumvent frequent biases and improve resolution of small though the same mutants (cna1 cna2, for example) dis-
but significant components in large profiles. We antici- play neither a growth defect nor significant transcrip-
pate that these data will be a resource for continued tional alterations under the growth conditions used in
functional discovery by us and other researchers. this study. One could imagine developing a panel of
Extrapolating to the Entire Genome: Obtaining conditions under which growth of a large majority of
Significant Expression Profiles from All deletion mutants is compromised at least once in com-
Yeast Mutants parison to wild-type, and subsequently generating sev-
From our data, it is difficult to predict the total number eral parallel compendia encompassing mutation of all
of unique transcriptional responses yeast can produce. genes in the genome. At least two tools exist for ac-
However, the 300 experiments presented here did not complishing the task of rapidly identifying the appro-
approach saturation, as many of the mutant profiles priate conditions for each mutant: pooled barcoded de-
letions, developed by Shoemaker et al. (1996), andcould not be placed into a recognizable category with
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order to minimize the potential impact of unlinked recessive muta-ªphenotypic macroarrays,º described by Ross-Macdon-
tions associated with strain construction, homozygous diploid dele-ald et al. (1999).
tion mutants were profiled when possible. All deletion mutants are
start-to-stop codon. For experiments involving tet-regulatable
Advantages and Applications for a Compendium genes, the natural promoter on the chromosome was replaced with a
heptamerized tet operator fused to a kanamycin-resistance cassetteof Expression Profiles
enabling direct integration, and the ªtet activatorº (tTA*, which disso-The fundamental advantage of the compendium ap-
ciates in the presence of doxycyline) was supplied either on a CENproach over conventional assays is that it substitutes a
plasmid (Gari et al., 1997) or integrated into the genome. Plasmids
single genome-wide expression profile in the place of expressing human ERG28 (hERG28) were constructed by PCR: the
many conventional (often tedious) assays that measure hERG28 ORF was amplified from a mixture of human cDNA libraries
only a single cellular parameter. Because the compen- and cloned by in vivo recombination in front of the yeast HOR7
promoter on pDW394 (Acacia Biosciences), a high copy URA3 vec-dium approach to determining gene function does not
tor. Inserts were confirmed by sequencing. Plasmids used in Figurerely at all on the regulatory characteristics of the gene
3D are pRP382 and pRP383.of interest, it has a significant advantage over the widely
accepted idea of assessing gene function based on co-
Yeast Culture and cDNA Microarray Expression Analysisregulation (Eisen et al., 1998). Furthermore, the same
Experimental (mutant or chemical treated) cultures were grown,
compendium used to characterize mutants can also be harvested, and processed in parallel with corresponding wild-type
used to characterize other perturbations, including or control cultures. (See ªExperiment Listº in Supplemental Data.)
Several colonies of similar size were picked from freshly streakedtreatments with pharmaceutical compounds, and po-
YAPD agar plates into liquid Synthetic Complete medium (SC) withtentially disease states as well. Thus, many practical
2% glucose, grown overnight at 308C to mid-log phase, diluted toapplications for a compendium of expression profiles
0.4±1.0 3 106 cells/ml, and grown an additional 5±7 hr until reachingcan be envisioned. The compendium approach repre-
0.4±1.0 3 107 cells per ml, at which point they were pelleted by
sents a highly parallel alternative to high-throughput centrifugation for 2 min at room temperature and frozen in liquid
screening of chemical libraries: rather than using a sim- nitrogen. The final optical densities of experimental and control
cultures were matched as closely as possible. For experiments in-ple assay to examine many compounds for a single
volving treatments with chemical compounds (including doxycy-activity, each compound can be examined for many
cline), compounds were added at the beginning of the 5±7 hr finalpossible activities in a single assay. The fact that multi-
growth phase, with equal amounts of solvent or doxycycline addedple molecular consequences of a given perturbation can
to control cultures as appropriate. Total RNA was prepared by phe-
be discerned simultaneously suggests that a compen- nol:chloroform extraction followed by ethanol precipitation as de-
dium might be used to discover unanticipated activities scribed previously (Marton et al., 1998) except that vortexing with
glass beads was replaced by a 10 min incubation at 658C followedof drugs (Marton et al., 1998), or to ensure that only
by 1 min of vortexing. Poly-A1 RNA purification, cDNA labeling,desired treatment effects are occurring in patients. Al-
microarray production, and microarray hybridization and washingthough this study employed mutants in the yeast S.
were as described previously (Marton et al., 1998) with measure-cerevisiae, there is no fundamental barrier to creating a
ments taken in fluor-reversed pairs (i.e., each time a mutant was
similarly useful compendium of profiles in more complex analyzed, it was hybridized to two arrays). Arrays were scanned,
organisms such as mammals, although separate data images were quantitated and physical artifacts (dust and salt resi-
due) edited as described previously (Marton et al., 1998). Resultingsets might be required for different tissues or develop-
data files were evaluated by a series of quality-control criteria relat-mental stages. Current efforts aimed at establishing
ing first to the image itself and second to known biological artifacts.large collections of mapped insertion mutants in C. ele-
Experiments flagged as containing biological artifacts were notedgans, D. melanogaster, and A. thaliana (Pennisi, 1998;
but not excluded, for purposes of illustrating the impact of biases.
Somerville and Somerville, 1999; Spradling et al., 1999) Aneuploid strains are indicated in the data tables and figures in the
will facilitate similar studies in these metazoan species. Supplemental Data by two asterisks followed by the number of the
duplicated or missing chromosome (for details see Hughes et al.,
2000). The data for each of the mutants profiled in duplicate is aExperimental Procedures
statistical composite of the two replicates.
Supplemental Data
Clustering and Error ModelComplete data sets for the 300 compendium experiments, the 63
Clustering analysis was composed of two steps: first, profiles andcontrol experiments, and dyclonine treatment, as well as an experi-
transcripts were selected from a data matrix, and second, experi-ment list, strain table, versions of figures with gene and experiment
ments and responsive genes were grouped by agglomerative hierar-labels, descriptions of arraying and quantitation methods, a sum-
chical clustering (Hartigan, 1975) where the similarity measure ismary of reproducibility, formulas for correlations and error models,
the error-weighted correlation coefficient. Genes and experimentsand other related tables and documents can be downloaded from
(columns and rows, respectively) were reordered according to thehttp://www.rii.com/tech/pubs/cell_hughes.htm. For the conve-
resulting clustering similarity trees. Significance (P value) for genenience of readers, the Supplemental Data include ratios-only
regulations takes the gene measurement error and biological varia-versions of the data sets that can be loaded directly into the public-
tion in control experiments into account. See Supplemental Datadomain clustering program described by Eisen et al. (1998) (down-
for a complete description of error-weighted correlations, a moreloadable from http://rana.stanford.edu/software/, but not used
detailed description of the clustering procedure, and a summary ofin this study). Similarity searches among genes and profiles in
the bootstrap method used to calculate branch P values.this study can be performed at http://www.rii.com/tech/data/
cell_search.
A subset of the authors' Supplemental DataÐincluding enlarged Parallel Growth Assay
versions of Figures 1B, 2A, and 3AÐis also available on the Cell Among the 276 deletion mutants profiled, 198 corresponded to bar-
website (http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/101/7/109/DC1). coded homozygous disruption strains (Shoemaker et al., 1996).
These were grown as part of a pool of barcoded homozygous dele-
tion strains obtained from the Saccharomyces Genome DeletionsYeast Strains and Plasmids
The Saccharomyces Genome Deletions Consortium strain back- Consortium (Winzeler et al., 1999). Seven time points were taken
over 20 population doublings of the pool in SC medium containingground (Winzeler et al., 1999) was employed in all experiments. In
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2% glucose. The relative abundances of the different tags over 20 Alizadeh, A.A., Eisen, M.B., Davis, R.E., Ma, C., Lossos, I.S., Rosen-
population doublings were determined by a two-color hybridization wald, A., Boldrick, J.C., Sabet, H., Tran, T., Yu, X., et al. (2000).
assay using custom-made 24,000-element oligonucleotide arrays Distinct types of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma identified by gene
(A. Blanchard and S. H. F., unpublished data). Growth rates for each expression profiling. Nature 403, 503±511.
of the strains in the pool were determined by plotting the changes Bard, M. (1972). Biochemical and genetic aspects of nystatin resis-
in relative abundance (log ratios) versus population doublings using tance in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. J. Bateriol. 111, 649±657.
a linear fit model.
Cho, R.J., Campbell, M.J., Winzeler, E.A., Steinmetz, L., Conway,
A., Wodicka, L., Wolfsberg, T.G., Gabrielian, A.E., Landsman, D.,
Sterol Profiles
Lockhart, D.J., and Davis, R.W. (1998). A genome-wide transcrip-
Sterols were identified using pure standards and on the basis of
tional analysis of the mitotic cell cycle. Mol. Cell 2, 65±73.relative retention times. Nonsaponifiables were isolated from yeast
Chu, S., DeRisi, J., Eisen, M., Mulholland, J., Botstein, D., Brown,as previously described (Molzahn and Woods, 1972). Gas chroma-
P.O., and Herskowitz, I. (1998). The transcriptional program of sporu-tography (GC) analyses of the nonsaponifiable fraction were ana-
lation in budding yeast. Science 282, 699±705.lyzed on an HP5890 series II GC equipped with the HP chemstation
software. The capillary column (DB-5) was 15 m 3 0.25 mm i.d., 0.2 Daum, G., Lees, N.D., Bard, M., and Dickson, R. (1998). Biochemis-
mm film thickness and was programmed from 1958C to 3008C (1958C try, cell biology and molecular biology of lipids of Saccharomyces
for 3 min, 5.58C/min to 3008C then held for 10 min). The linear velocity cerevisiae. Yeast 14, 1471±1510.
was 30 cm/s using nitrogen as the carrier gas and all injections were DeRisi, J.L., Iyer, V.R., and Brown, P.O. (1997). Exploring the meta-
run in the splitless mode. bolic and genetic control of gene expression on a genomic scale.
Science 278, 680±686.
Spheroplast Lysis Rate Assay
Eide, D.J., Bridgham, J.T., Zhao, Z., and Mattoon, J.R. (1993). TheSpheroplast Lysis Rate was determined following methods de-
vacuolar H(1)-ATPase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is required forscribed previously (Ovalle et al., 1998). Cells were grown to nearly
efficient copper detoxification, mitochondrial function, and iron me-identical densities in mid-log phase, washed 3 times with TE, and
tabolism. Mol Gen. Genet. 241, 447±456.resuspended in TE at OD600 5 0.6. Zymolyase 100T (dissolved in
Eisen, M.B., Spellman, P.T., Brown, P.O., and Botstein, D. (1998).50% glycerol) was added to 5 mg/ml and OD600 was measured every
Cluster analysis and display of genome-wide expression patterns.3±7 min for 1 hr. Rate Index is determined as Lag Time/Maximum
Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 95, 14863±14868.Lysis Rate, where Lag Time is the time in which the OD600 decreased
by 0.05, and the Maximum Lysis Rate is the absolute value of the Galitski, T., Saldanha, A.J., Styles, C.A., Lander, E.S., and Fink, G.R.
slope of the least-squares fit line for the portion of the lysis curve (1999). Ploidy regulation of gene expression. Science 285, 251±254.
(six or more points) with the steepest log-linear decline, as defined Gari, E., Piedrafita, L., Aldea, M., and Herrero, E. (1997). A set of
previously (Ovalle et al., 1998). vectors with a tetracycline-regulatable promoter system for modu-
lated gene expression in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Yeast 13,
35S-Methionine Incorporation Rate Assay 837±848.
Yeast strains were grown in synthetic complete medium lacking
Golub, T.R., Slonim, D.K., Tamayo, P., Huard, C., Gaasenbeek, M.,methionine and cysteine. Cells were grown in 40 ml liquid culture
Mesirov, J.P., Coller, H., Loh, M.L., Downing, J.R., Caligiuri, M.A.,at 308C to an A600 of 0.5±0.7. At zero time, methionine and cysteine
et al. (1999). Molecular classification of cancer: class discovery andwere added at 50 mM concentrations along with 1 mCi/ml of
class prediction by gene expression monitoring. Science 286,35S-labeled pro-mix (Amersham Pharmacia biotech). Duplicate ali-
531±537.quots of 1 ml were removed from each culture at 20 min intervals
Gray, N.S., Wodicka, L., Thunnissen, A.M., Norman, T.C., Kwon, S.,for up to 2 hr. Cell densities were monitored at 1 hr intervals. Samples
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